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Abstract 
 
Cnidaria (sea anemones, jellyfish, corals and hydra) form a close sister group to Bilateria. Within               
this clade, the sea anemone Nematostella vectensis has emerged as a slow evolving model for               
investigating characteristics of the cnidarian-bilaterian common ancestor, which diverged near          
the Cambrian explosion. Here, using long read sequencing and high throughput chromosome            
conformation capture, we generate high quality chromosome-level genome assemblies for N.           
vectensis and the closely related edwardsiid sea anemone, Scolanthus callimorphus. In both            
cases we find a robust set of 15 chromosomes comprising a stable linkage group detectable               
within all major clades of sequenced cnidarian genomes. Further, both genomes show            
remarkable chromosomal conservation with chordates. In contrast with Bilateria, we report that            
extended Hox and NK gene clusters are chromosomally linked but do not retain a tight spatial                
conservation. Accordingly, there is a lack of evidence for topologically associated domains,            
which have been implicated in the evolutionary pressure to retain tight microsyntenic gene             
clusters. We also uncover ultra-conserved noncoding elements at levels previously undetected           
in non-chordate lineages. Both genomes are accessible through an actively updated genome            
browser and database at https://simrbase.stowers.org 
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Introduction 
 

Cnidaria (corals, sea anemones, jellyfish and hydroids) constitutes a large clade of basally             
branching Metazoa, dating back 550-650 Mya [1–3]. Its robust evolutionary position as sister to              
Bilateria makes Cnidaria a key group to study the evolution of bilaterian features, such as axis                
organization, mesoderm formation and central nervous system development [4]. The list of            
cnidarian model systems established in the laboratory is ever-expanding [5]. 
 
The edwardsiid sea anemone Nematostella vectensis was first recognized as a potential            
laboratory model in 1992 [6]. The system provides access to thousands of embryos in a single                
spawn, and has since become widely adopted [7,8]. The initial sequencing of its genome              
revealed uncanny conservation of synteny and gene content to bilaterians [9], which has led to               
several surprising discoveries about the genome of the cnidarian-bilaterian common ancestor           
[2,9,10]. Although conservation signals of recently diverged taxa have long been a cornerstone             
to genomic inquiry [11], no second genome within the family Edwardsiidae has been             
sequenced. In addition, high quality, chromosome-level assemblies have been a crucial tool for             
establishing model organisms, not only for understanding gene organization and content, but            
also for investigation of variation and regulatory elements. Nevertheless, the current assembly            
of the N. vectensis genome remains at scaffold-level and is derived from four haplotypes [9]. 
 
To address these issues and lend further insight into the chromosomal linkage and organization              
of Cnidaria, we generated high quality genomes of two edwarsiid sea anemones, Nematostella             
vectensis and Scolanthus callimorphus. While N. vectensis is mostly found in the brackish water              
estuaries of the North American coast, the larger but morphologically similar “worm anemone”             
S. callimorphus is found in seawater on European coasts [12,13]. Using PacBio sequencing in              
combination with high-throughput chromosome conformation capture, we built        
pseudo-chromosomes for both species and established the ancestral linkage groups of the            
Edwardsiidae. Notably, the comparison of these two genomes with fully sequenced genomes of             
a sponge, other cnidarians and several bilaterians further allowed the reconstruction of the             
history of metazoan chromosomes through macrosynteny conservation. We demonstrate that          
while the chromosomes of Cnidaria are quite robust, rapid changes in local synteny are              
pervasive, including the extended Hox and NK cluster. Additionally, we report the first             
ultra-conserved noncoding elements outside of Bilateria, some of which are linked to extended             
Hox cluster genes. These genomes are served on an actively maintained genome browser. 
 
Results 
 
High Quality Chromosome-Level Assemblies of Two Edwardsiid Genomes 
 
High molecular weight genomic DNA was extracted from individual edwardsiid sea anemones            
N. vectensis and S. callimorphus (Figure 1a,b) and subjected to short-read sequencing. Using a              
k-mer coverage model, we estimated the genome lengths for each species (EDF1). At 244 Mb,               
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the estimate of N. vectensis is substantially shorter than previously suggested [9], however this              
discrepancy could be attributed to the previous use of four haplotypes in sequencing.             
Interestingly, the S. callimorphus genome is substantially longer at 414 Mb, making it the largest               
sequenced actiniarian genome. The genome of the sea anemone Exaiptasia pallida is closer in              
length to N. vectensis [14], despite branching earlier, indicating that the genome lengths among              
Actiniaria may be more dynamic than previously indicated (Figure 1c).  
 
N. vectensis and S. callimorphus PacBio long-read libraries were constructed from the same             
DNA used to estimate the genome size (S. callimorphus) or individuals from the same clonal               
population (N. vectensis). Self-corrected PacBio sequences were assembled into initial contigs           
which were already highly contiguous after an initial pass (nv2contigs, sc1contigs, EDF2a-c).            
The initial assembly showed indications of redundancy as indicated by BUSCO scores (EDF3),             
likely caused by heterozygous alleles assembling into separate contigs. The greater number of             
duplicate BUSCOs in S. callimorphus corresponds to its higher heterozygosity as indicated by             
the k-mer model (EDF1). After removal of these redundant contigs, the duplicate BUSCOs were              
reduced 3.4-fold in S. callimorphus and 8-fold in N. vectensis (EDF3). 
 
Compared to the published N. vectensis assembly, the contiguity of both genomes in terms of               
contig-level N50 was over 25 fold higher (EDF2a-c,f). The N. vectensis assembly was further              
scaffolded by generating libraries using the Dovetail Chicago in vitro proximity ligation platform             
(see Materials and Methods for details). The Dovetail scaffolded genome both improved the             
N50 contiguity 2-fold (EDF2f) and united a single fragmented BUSCO (EDF3). 
 
We were additionally able to validate the order and correctness of the N. vectensis intra-scaffold               
sequence using the REAPR pipeline [15]. We extracted DNA fragments from two individuals,             
measured the insert size distribution and sequenced paired ends. REAPR was used to break              
the genome where a substantial portion of paired read mappings on the contigs conflicted with               
the expected distance. The contiguity of the broken assemblies, as compared to the initial              
scaffolded assemblies, was much higher than that of the original N. vectensis assembly, and              
also relatively higher as a fraction of the raw N50 (EDF2d). Additionally, the fraction of the                
scaffolded genome considered to be error-free (in terms of both sequence and contiguity) was              
significantly improved over the previous N. vectensis scaffolds (EDF2e). Taken together, not            
only are the nv2scaffolds substantially more contiguous than the previous nv1scaffolds, the            
sequence within the scaffolds has fewer misassemblies and errors. 
 
In order to obtain a chromosome-level assembly of N. vectensis and S. callimorphus, we              
performed high throughput chromosomal conformation capture (Hi-C) on a single individual from            
each species. After automated assembly followed by assembly review (see Materials and            
Methods for details) both contact maps showed evidence for 15 chromosomes (Figure 2a,b).             
This is in line with the previous estimates based on the number of N. vectensis metaphase                
plates [9] and the analysis of N. vectensis chromosome spreads [16]. We were also able to                
validate the dovetail scaffolding by performing a second, independent assembly of the purged             
contigs using our Hi-C data. As shown in EDF4, the assemblies were nearly identical,              
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confirming the robustness of both the scaffolding and the assembly method. The minor             
differences in these assemblies were inspected in further manual review and ties were broken              
according to the Hi-C contact signal in the Dovetail assembly. 
 
Edwardsiid genomes show extensive macrosynteny conservation across metazoans 
 
We next sought to determine whether the pseudo-chromosomes identified above corresponded           
to ancestral linkage groups (ALGs) common to the two edwardsiids in gene content and order.               
Indeed, each of the 15 pseudo-chromosomes of both species have a single corresponding pair              
(Figure 3a). We observed that 8117 of 8692 mutual best BLAST hits between the edwardsiids               
were retained on their respective ALG. However, gene order was largely lost from the most               
recent common ancestor (MRCA), which we estimate to have diverged between 150 and 174              
Mya (EDF13). Most pseudo-chromosomes, according to their ALG pairings, corresponded in           
length but are much larger in S. callimorphus (Figure 4a-1). This is accounted for by a large                 
fraction of unclassified, potentially lineage-specific repeat classes (EDT1). Remarkably, the          
longest two pseudo-chromosomes in S. callimorphus correspond to the 7th shortest and the             
shortest pseudo-chromosome in N. vectensis, respectively. Both pseudo-chromosomes were         
rich in repetitive sequences in both species (Figure 4a-3). In particular the LTR/Pou repeat              
class, a pan-metazoan repeat class abundant in Drosophila genomes, but absent from            
mammalian genomes [17], was enriched in both pseudo-chromosomes relative to others           
(z-scores 1.3 and 1.4, respectively, Extended Data Table 2-5) as well as their counterparts in N.                
vectensis (z- scores 1.8 and 1.5). 
 
In order to assess the level of conservation of chromosome-scale gene linkages with             
non-anthozoan cnidarians, we next mapped the ALGs observed in the edwardsiid species onto             
the genome of a scyphozoan jellyfish. In Rhopilema esculentum, recent Hi-C analysis            
demonstrates the existence of 21 chromosomes, in line with independently observed           
chromosome spreads [18,19]. While many of the edwardsiid ALGs were split in the jellyfish, we               
observed a clear many-to-one mapping of all R. esculentum chromosomes (Figure 3b). This is              
remarkable considering the age of the Anthozoa-Medusozoa divergence time, which is           
estimated at more than 550 Mya by calibrated molecular clocks (EDF13, [20]). Comparing the              
edwardsiid ALGs to other scaffold-level assemblies, we found similar divisions in the genomes             
of the anthozoan E. pallida, the scleractinian coral Acropora millepora and the medusazoans             
Clytia hemisphaerica and Hydra magnipapillata (EDF5-8). We were unable to fully confirm all 15              
groups in the Hydrozoa, however, our orthology detection is hindered by the technical issue that               
these genomes are in draft quality and, additionally, the genomes have evolved more rapidly              
[21]. On the other hand, the hydra clade has been consistently shown to have a               
15-chromosome karyotype [22]. Taken together, this indicates that a putatively minimal set of 15              
cnidarian ALGs is conserved in the Edwardsiidae. 
 
We carried this analysis one step further and compared the edwardsiid ALGs with a              
bilaterian–the lancet Branchiostoma floridae–an early branching chordate that lacks the two           
rounds of whole-genome duplication found in vertebrates [23] (Figure 3c). Strikingly, the B.             
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floridae pseudo-chromosomes exhibit retention of many ALGs from the bilaterian-cnidarian          
MRCA. We observed that 6 of the edwardsiid chromosomes correspond to a single ALG with               
the lancelet while the remaining groups appear to have arisen from fission and translocation              
events.  
 
We also compared the edwardsiid and B. floridae ALGs to those in the chromosomes of the                
sponge Ephydatia muelleri, a member of Porifera, which branched off prior to the             
cnidarian-bilaterian split [24]. Strikingly, many ALGs are clearly retained between them, giving            
us a glimpse at the common ancestral chromosomes Porifera and Planulozoa (the group of              
Cnidaria and Bilateria). Fewer genes were retained between Edwardsiidae and E. muelleri, but             
despite diverging earlier, we identified fewer apparent chromosomal translocation events in the            
MRCA than between B. floridae and N. vectensis (Figure 3d). Interestingly, the primary             
Hox-bearing chromosome in the Edwarsdiidae corresponds to several chromosomes in both E.            
muelleri and B. floridae. Macrosyntenic analysis between the chordate and the sponge reveals             
that these groups were likely present in the common ancestor of Metazoa and underwent fusion               
events in the Edwardsiidae lineage (EDF9). 
 
Conversely, vertebrate chordates such as the early branching teleost fish Lepisosteus oculatus            
and humans show additional translocation events from the MRCA (Figure 3e, EDF10).            
Ecdysozoan genomes, on the other hand, while bearing many detectable orthologs, exhibit no             
apparent retention of chromosomal linkage in the case of Drosophila melanogaster (Figure 3f),             
or weak retention in the case of Caenorhabditis elegans (EDF11). Rapid intrachromosomal            
gene shuffling is a well-known phenomenon in Drosophila, however within the drosophilid clade,             
chromosomes are retained on well-established linkage groups [25]. 
 
Chromosomal Organization of the NK and extended Hox gene clusters 
 
The chromosome-level assembly of the N. vectensis genome allowed us not only to follow the               
evolution of gene linkages by comparing macrosyntenies at the genome-wide scale, but also to              
re-address the evolution of specific gene clusters. Prominent examples of clusters of            
homeodomain transcription factor coding genes ancestral for Bilateria include the SuperHox           
cluster (Hox genes, Evx, Dlx, Nedx, Engrailed, Mnx, Rough, Hex, Mox and Gbx), the ParaHox               
cluster (Gsx, Xlox, Cdx), and the NK/NK-like cluster (NK5, NK1, Msx, NK4, NK3, Ladybird,              
Tlx-like, NK7, NK6) as well as NK2 group genes located separately [26–28]. It has been               
hypothesized that each of these originated from a single gene cluster, which then disintegrated              
during evolution (for review see [28]). Genomic analysis revealed that, similar to Bilateria, N.              
vectensis possesses a separate ParaHox cluster of two genes, Gsx and a mixed identity              
Xlox/Cdx on chromosome 10, and a SuperHox cluster on chromosome 2 containing Hox, Evx,              
Mnx, and Rough, as well as more distant Mox and Gbx [29] (Figures 4 and 5). We identified an                   
NK cluster on chromosome 5 containing NK1, NK5, Msx, NK4, NK3, NK7, NK6, and more               
distant Ladybird, a Tlx-like gene and, intriguingly, Hex, which is also linked to the NK cluster in                 
the hemichordate Saccoglossus kowalevskii [30] and in the cephalochordate Branchiostoma          
floridae. Similar to Bilateria, the NK2 genes were clustered separately and found on             
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chromosome 2 (Figures 4 and 5). In contrast, in earlier branching sponges, neither ParaHox nor               
extended Hox genes exist, and only the NK cluster is present with a single NK2/3/4 gene, two                 
NK5/6/7 genes, an Msx ortholog, as well as possible Hex and Tlx orthologs [31], EDF12. Taken                
together, this allows us to propose that the last common ancestor of Cnidaria and Bilateria               
possessed an NK-cluster on a chromosome different from the one carrying the SuperHox             
cluster, and a separate NK2 cluster, which might have been on the same chromosome as the                
SuperHox cluster (Figure 5). The hypothesized SuperHox-NK Megacluster [26], if it ever            
existed, must have both formed and broken apart during the time after the separation of the                
sponge lineage, but before the origin of the cnidarian-bilaterian ancestor (Figure 5,            
Supplementary Text).  
 
Sea anemone genomes lack evidence for topologically associating domains 
 
In the past decade, high resolution chromosome conformation capture has increased interest in             
topologically associating domains (TADs), recurring chromosomal folding motifs evidenced by          
signals in Hi-C contact maps [32]. Flanking regions of TADs are positively correlated with              
CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) binding sites. Interestingly, no CTCF ortholog has been detected            
among non-bilaterian animals [33,34]. Notably, we do not detect any evidence for TADs in our               
edwardsiid pseudo-chromosomes in the form of differential enrichment of contact density,           
exemplified in the contact map shown in Figure 2c,d. By comparison, analyses of other datasets               
generated using the identical protocol at similar levels of resolution have identified clear signals              
of TADs [35].  
 
To our knowledge, only one other study has addressed the higher-order chromosomal            
organization in a non-bilaterian [24]. In this work, Kenny and colleagues searched for TADs in               
their chromosome-level assembly of the sponge E. muelleri. The authors were able to detect              
bioinformatic evidence for the presence of TADs, which would make it the first CTCF-less              
species for which this is reported. While the contact data pass the software threshold, the               
contact maps resemble patterns we observe in our assemblies at the boundary of scaffolds or               
contigs, which can be the result of differential mappability from repetitive content or assembly              
issues. We therefore deliberately do not report any results from a TAD finder, since, after               
multiple rigorous rounds of manual assembly update, we can assert that the data we have               
generated do not qualitatively represent TAD boundaries per se, and most results would be              
likely false positives. While the precise definition of a TAD is still evolving [36,37], both data sets                 
lack many characters of TADs identified in CTCF-containing genomes: hierarchical          
compartments, mammalian-specific “corner peaks” indicating strong interactions, and in our          
case, loop peaks and inter-contig compartments. This suggests that the presence of CTCF is              
necessary for the formation of TADs, however, we still cannot exclude the possibility that              
performing the experiment with a more homogenous cell population, or sequencing at a higher              
resolution, would reveal a signal on a smaller scale. 
 
Genomic Distribution of Ultraconserved Non-coding Elements 
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Longer stretches of unusually highly conserved non-coding genomic regions have been studied            
thoroughly in vertebrates with varying methodologies [38–43]. These ultraconserved non-coding          
elements (UCNEs) are generally posited to be cis-regulatory regions, but the precise            
mechanistic requirement for such high conservation is not known. While some previous studies             
have argued that the degree of conservation observed in UCNEs is specific to vertebrates [44],               
a more recent study has asserted that UCNEs are present in smaller numbers within Drosophila               
[45]. We were therefore interested to find out how many, and to what extent, UCNEs are                
present in Edwardsiidae. We adopted criteria previously used to detect UCNEs between            
chicken and humans [43] and found 145 regions in the N. vectensis genome that were highly                
conserved with S. callimorphus (EDT 7). 116 of these regions fell into 37 syntenic clusters of at                 
most 500 kb intervening gaps, and the remaining 29 were singletons. Several such clusters              
were close to NK paralogs, such as one containing 12 UCNEs and spanning 70 kb surrounding                
the Nk3-4 cluster on chromosome 5 and three UCNEs upstream of the Nkx2.2 cluster on               
chromosome 2, a pattern previously reported in vertebrates [41]. Additionally, we detected a             
single UCNE by the PaxC gene, and while UCNEs have been previously reported in              
vertebrates, this neural developmental gene appears to have arisen from a cnidarian-specific            
duplication [46]. On the other hand, no UCNEs are found near the edwardsiid Irx gene, despite                
their ubiquity among Bilateria [47–49]. The Irx gene cluster is one of the most striking examples                
of convergent evolution, with the drosophilids, cephalochordates, polychaetes and vertebrates          
each having an independently evolved cluster of three genes exhibiting staggered expression            
[48]. The authors suggested that the function of the convergent UCNEs observed in amphioxus              
and vertebrates is maintenance of the cluster. Its absence in the edwardsiids would support this               
notion. Furthermore, a more recent study implicated the presence of conserved TADs,            
pre-dating the duplication of the Irx gene in vertebrates, were necessary for their complex              
expression pattern [49]. Thus, this suggests the combination of distal enhancers encoded in             
UCNEs with dynamic higher-order chromosomal organization are key elements in the transition            
to a more complex regulatory landscape. 
 
Discussion 
 
The assembly of two high quality, chromosome-level edwardsiid genomes has illuminated           
several intriguing aspects about chromosomal structure, the NK and extended Hox clusters, the             
conservation of non-coding elements and the status of topologically associated domains in the             
common ancestor to cnidarians and bilaterians. In addition, the highly improved N. vectensis             
genome will prove to be an invaluable resource in future studies of both coding and non-coding                
regions, structural variants among populations and continued development of functional tools for            
this model organism.  
 
As previously reported, a wide array of ANTP class homeobox genes can be observed in the N.                 
vectensis genome [50], however orthology and initial linkage analysis suggested independent           
diversification of the anterior and non-anterior Hox genes in Cnidaria and Bilateria [29]. In this               
work, we revisited previous syntenic analyses of the NK and extended Hox cluster organization              
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[50,51] in the context of our pseudo-chromosomes. Nearly all members of the extended Hox              
cluster were distributed among distant, isolated microsyntenic blocks on pseudo-chromosome 2,           
with the single exception of HoxF/Anthox1, located on pseudo-chromosome 5 (Figures 4 and 5).              
This indicates a lack of proximity constraint on the Hox genes, contrasting with the situation               
Bilateria. In addition, while a staggered spatiotemporal pattern of Hox expression along the             
secondary, directive axis of the N. vectensis larva and polyp can be observed [52], unlike               
Bilateria, there is no correlation between expression and cluster position [53].  
 
The dispersed NK and extended Hox cluster may be due to the apparent lack or diminished                
higher-order chromosome organization. In line with this, it was recently observed that the hoxd              
cluster boundaries in mouse are marked by TAD boundaries [54], and the cluster’s intra-TAD              
gene order is deemed to be under selective pressure [55]. Moreover, the absence of CTCF in                
cnidarians, ctenophores and sponges suggests that the existence of TADs might represent a             
bilaterian-specific feature.  
 
While microsynteny analyses reveal little conservation of the local gene order in the genomes of               
N. vectensis and S. callimorphus, macrosyntenic analysis of the edwardsiid chromosomes           
compared to available cnidarian genomes revealed a high level of conservation. We show             
evidence that nearly all major clades exhibit a complement of the same 15 groups present in S.                 
callimorphus and N. vectensis, with little evidence of translocation since the common cnidarian             
ancestor split an estimated 580 Mya. This stands in stark contrast to the history of, for example,                 
the 326 Mya amniota ancestral genome estimated to have 49 distinct units, whose extant taxa               
consist of multiple translocated segments and variable chromosomes [56]. However, by far            
more remarkable is that macrosynteny is maintained between the edwardsiids, the early            
branching chordate B. floridae, and the sponge E. muelleri. Our analyses reveal clear             
one-to-one, one-to-few or few-to-one conservation of the chromosome-level linkages between          
cnidarians, sponges and early chordates, which suggests a striking conservation of           
macrosyntenies during early animal evolution. In contrast, the conservation becomes weaker           
when cnidarian linkage groups are compared with the ones from more derived bilaterians such              
as vertebrates and is absent in ecdysozoans. It is tempting to speculate that the emergence of                
the TADs in Bilateria may have restricted local rearrangements and released the constraints on              
maintaining the ancestral macrosyntenies conserved all the way back to the origin of             
multicellular animals.  
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Figure 1. a) Nematostella vectensis. photo credit: Johanna Kraus and Patrick RH Steinmetz b) 
Scolanthus callimorphus. photo credit: Robert Reischl c) Genome size estimates of cnidarian 
genomes taken from [10,14,18,19,57–65].  
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Figure 2 Hi-C contact maps. Each point represents a binned, normalized intensity of chromosomal 
contact as measured by the number of ligated fragments sequenced. (a,b) Contact maps of N. vectensis 
scaffolds (a) and S. callimorphus contigs (b). (c,d) Contact maps for the two largest chromosomes of the 
assembly. Grey boxes represent either pseudo-chromosomes (a,b) or dovetail scaffolds (c,d). Color 
scales for (a), (c) and (d) are identical.  
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Figure 3. Oxford plots of the macrosyntenic relationships of chromosomes between species. 
The color coding represents inferred ancestral linkage groups between the two species 
represented in each figure, except for (f), which is colored by the edwardsiid ancestral linkage 
groups shown in (a). See materials and methods for details.  
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Figure 4. Chromosomal relationships, genomic content and locations of NK and extended Hox             
cluster genes of (a) N. vectensis and S. callimorphus and (b) N. vectensis and B. floridae . 1) Chord                  
diagram of macrosyntenic relationships of chromosomes based on the inferred ancestral linkage groups.             
Chords represent the proportion of the chromosome’s gene content in common with the compared              
genome, not the positional information. 2) Scaled and centered gene density relative to the respective               
genome. Red is high and blue is low. 3) Scaled and centered density of interspersed repeat elements                 
relative to the respective genome. Red is high and blue is low. 4) Locations of extended Hox and NK                   
cluster genes.   
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Figure 5. Evolution of a selection of Antennapedia class homeobox gene clusters.   a) 
Composition of the extended Hox, ParaHox and NK clusters in the sponge Amphimedon queenslandica, 
the sea anemone N. vectensis and in a chordate B. floridae, and the deduced cluster composition of the 
cnidarian-bilaterian ancestor (CBA). Greyed-out genes with question marks have uncertain orthology. 
Genes shown as borderless boxes have uncertain position relative to neighboring cluster members. 
Stacked boxes represent clusters of paralogs of the indicated ancestral gene. Genes in immediate 
proximity are indicated by abutting boxes. Linked genes of the same class separated by 1 to 50 
intervening genes are connected with solid lines, over 50, with dashed lines. Grey intergenic connectors 
in the CBA indicate that the distances and the number of the intervening genes between the cluster 
members cannot be estimated. NK2 of the CBA may be linked to the extended Hox cluster. Since B. 
floridae Gbx  remained unplaced in the chromosome-level assembly, its position was taken from the 
scaffold-level assembly of Branchiostoma lanceolatum [66]. b,c) Organization of the Nematostella Hox 
cluster (b) and staggered expression of Gbx and Hox genes along the directive axis of the animal (c). 
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Arrows show the direction of transcription for each of the genes. The number of intervening genes is 
indicated in white circles. The spatial collinearity of Gbx and Hox expression is not observed. 
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Data Availability 
All raw data is available via the National Center for Biotechnology Information under the              
accession PRJNA667495. The assembled genomes can be downloaded, browsed and          
searched at on publicly available browsers at https://simrbase.stowers.org/starletseaanemone        
and https://simrbase.stowers.org/wormanemone . Code used to generate the analyses is         
available from the authors upon request. 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Animal Care and Source 
 
Nematostella vectensis animals were cultured as previously described [67] at the University of             
Vienna and the Stowers Institute. Adult male and female individuals were verified by induction in               
isolation. Scolanthus callimorphus animals were collected at the Île Callot, Carantec, France.            
After transport, they were kept in seawater at 20°C and fed freshly hatched Artemia salina               
weekly or biweekly. 
 
Sequencing 
Short Read DNA-Seq 
Genomic DNA samples were extracted from both adult male and female individual N. vectensis              
adults using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). After purification, approximately 5 ug of               
genomic DNA was recovered from each sample. Following DNA extraction, samples were            
sheared and size selected for ~500 bp using a Blue Pippin Prep machine (Sage Science).               
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Following size selection, sequencing libraries were created using a KAPA HTP Library Prep kit              
(Roche) and subjected to paired-end sequencing on an Illumina NextSeq 500. S. callimorphus             
DNA samples for library preparation were aliquoted from high molecular weight extractions,            
described below. 
 
High Molecular Weight DNA Extraction and Library Prep 
N. vectensis high molecular weight DNA was extracted at Dovetail Genomics. Samples were             
quantified using Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The           
PacBio SMRTbell library (~20kb) for PacBio Sequel was constructed using SMRTbell Template        
Prep Kit 1.0 (PacBio, Menlo Park, CA, USA) using the manufacturer recommended protocol.             
The pooled library was bound to polymerase using the Sequel Binding Kit 2.0 (PacBio) and               
loaded onto PacBio Sequel using the MagBead Kit V2 (PacBio). Sequencing was performed on            
the PacBio Sequel SMRT cell, using Instrument Control Software Version 5.0.0.6235, Primary            
analysis software Version 5.0.0.6236 and SMRT Link Version 5.0.0.6792.   
 
High molecular weight DNA from a single Scolanthus callimorphus adult animal was extracted             
using a modified Urea-based DNA extraction protocol [68,69]. A whole animal was flash frozen              
and ground with mortar and pestle. While frozen, drops of buffer UEB1 (7M Urea, 312.5 mM                
NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 20 mM EDTA pH 8, 1 % w:v N-Lauroylsarcosine sodium salt) were                  
added and crushed with the tissue. Tissue was incubated in a final volume of 10 mL UEB1 at                  
RT for 10 minutes. Three rounds of phenol-chloroform extraction were performed followed by             
DNA precipitation by addition of 0.7 volume isopropanol. The pellet was transferred to a fresh               
tube and washed twice in 70 % EtOH and twice more in 100 % EtOH, dried, and resuspended                  
in TE buffer. 
 
A library for PacBio sequencing was then prepared from the high molecular weight sample              
using the SMRTbell® Express Template Prep Kit v1. The libraries were then sequenced on a               
PacBio Sequel machine over 3 SMRT Cells, yielding a total of 22.85 Gb over 1,474,285               
subreads. An aliquot of the same sample was used to prepare a library using the NEBNext®                
Ultra™ II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina. This was then subjected to 50 cycles of single-end                 
sequencing in one flow cell lane using an Illumina HiSeq 2500 system. 
 
Chicago libraries 
2 Chicago libraries were prepared as described previously [70]. Briefly, for each library, ~500 ng              
of HMW gDNA (mean fragment length = 100 kbp) was reconstituted into chromatin in vitro and            
fixed with formaldehyde. Fixed chromatin was digested with DpnII, the 5’ overhangs filled in with              
biotinylated nucleotides, and then free blunt ends were ligated. After ligation, crosslinks            
were reversed and the DNA purified from protein. Purified DNA was treated to remove biotin that              
was not internal to ligated fragments. The DNA was then sheared to ~350 bp mean fragment                
size and sequencing libraries were generated using NEBNext Ultra enzymes and         
Illumina-compatible adapters. Biotin-containing fragments were isolated using streptavidin        
beads before PCR enrichment of each library. The libraries were sequenced on an            
Illumina HiSeq 2500 (rapid run mode). The number and length of read pairs produced for each              
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library was: 116 million, 2x101 bp for library 1; 35 million, 2x101 bp for library 2. Together, these                  
Chicago library reads provided 125 x sequence coverage of the genome (1-100 kb pairs).   
 
Chromatin was extracted from a single Nematostella vectensis adult male and Scolanthus            
callimorphus adult (unknown sex) nuclei using the Phase Genomics Proximo Hi-C animal            
protocol. After proximity ligation and purification, 16 ng and 9 ng of DNA was recovered,               
respectively. For library preparation 1 µl of Library Reagent 1 was added 12 PCR cycles were                
performed. The final library was subjected to 150 total cycles of paired-end sequencing using an               
Illumina NextSeq 550 machine yielding a total of 13.5 gigabases. 
 
Hi-C sequencing, Scolanthus callimorphus PacBio library preparation and sequencing,         
Scolanthus Illumina DNA library preparation and sequencing and adult Nematostella vectensis           
RNA library preparation and sequencing was performed at the VBCF NGS Unit            
(https://www.viennabiocenter.org/facilities). Nematostella vectensis DNA size selection, library       
preparation, and sequencing were performed by the Molecular Biology Core at the Stowers             
Institute for Medical Research. 
 
Developmental and adult N. vectensis RNA sequencing was performed as follows. N. vectensis             
were spawned and eggs were de-jellied and fertilized as previously described [67]. Spawning             
and embryo development took place at 18 °C. Eggs and embryos from different stages were               
collected (300 per sample) in duplicate as indicated: eggs (within 30min of spawn), blastula              
(7.5hpf), gastrula (23.5hpf) and planula (72hpf). Eggs and embryos were collected in eppendorf             
tubes and centrifuged to a pellet at 21,000 x g for 1 min. All seawater was quickly removed and                   
pellets were resuspended in 150ml lysis buffer (RLT buffer supplied by the Qiagen RNeasy kit               
(#74104), supplemented with 𝛃-mercaptoethanol). The samples were homogenized with an          
electric pestle (1 min continuous drilling) and further supplemented with 200 ml of the above               
lysis buffer. Homogenized samples were then transferred into QIAshredder columns (Qiagen           
#79654) and centrifuged at 21,000 x g for 2 min. The flow throughs were supplemented with 1                 
ml 70 % ethanol and transferred to RNeasy columns and were processed according to the               
Qiagen RNeasy protocol. Quality and integrity of the RNA was evaluated using the Agilent RNA               
600 pico kit (Agilent Technologies) and RNA samples were stored at -80 °C until further               
processing. cDNA libraries were then constructed for polyA stranded sequencing. The resulting            
libraries were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq using paired end runs (RapidSeq- 2x150bp). 
 
Genome Assembly 
 
Size estimates for Nematostella vectensis and Scolanthus callimorphus were derived using           
Genomescope [71], taking the result of the highest k (56 and 18) which converged under the                
model.  
 
Initial assemblies based on PacBio sequencing of N. vectensis and S. callimorphus were             
generated using canu version 1.8 [72] with the parameters rawErrorRate=0.3          

correctedErrorRate=0.045 .  
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N. vectensis haplotigs were removed using Purge Haplotigs [73]. First, the source PacBio reads              
were aligned onto the canu assembly using minimap2 [74] using the parameters -ax map-pb              

--secondary=no . Following this a coverage histogram was generated using the Purge           
Haplotigs script readhist . Per the documented Purge Haplotigs protocol, lower, mid and high             
coverage limits were found by manual inspection of the plotted histogram to be 12, 57 and 130                 
respectively. All initial contigs marked as suspect or artifactual were removed from further             
analysis with the Purge Haplotigs script purge .  
 
The input de novo assembly, shotgun reads, and Chicago library reads were used as input data          
for HiRise, a software pipeline designed specifically for using proximity ligation data to scaffold          
genome assemblies (Putnam et al, 2016). Shotgun and Chicago library sequences were aligned            
to the draft input assembly using a modified SNAP read mapper (http://snap.cs.berkeley.edu).            
The separations of Chicago read pairs mapped within draft scaffolds were analyzed by HiRise to             
produce a likelihood model for genomic distance between read pairs, and the model was used             
to identify and break putative misjoins, to score prospective joins, and make joins above a           
threshold. After scaffolding, shotgun sequences were used to close gaps between contigs.   
 
Repetitive DNA 
Repetitive DNA was found using two strategies. First, known repeats found in repbase [75] were               
searched in the assemblies using RepeatMasker [76] using the parameters -s -align -e             

ncbi in addition to -species nematostella for N. vectensis and -species           

edwardsiidae for S. callimorphus. Second, novel repeat sequences were found using           
RepeatModeler version 2.0 [77]. After generating the repeat library, genomes’ repeat regions            
were detected with the corresponding library using the same parameters in RepeatMasker. 
 
Due to lower sequencing coverage, diploid per-scaffold coverage could not be deconvolved            
from haploid, and therefore Purge Haplotigs could not be used. Initial removal of redundant              
contigs was performed with Redundans version 0.14a [78] using the parameters           
--noscaffolding --nogapclosing --overlap 0.66 . Only contigs marked in the         
reduced version of the genome were used in further analysis. 
 
Hi-C sequences were aligned to the reduced genomes of N. vectensis and S. callimorphus              
using bwa mem [79,80] using the parameters -5SP . Candidate assemblies were generated by             
mapping the Hi-C sequences to the initial contigs subjected to repbase library repeat masking              
(contigs_standardmask) and novel repeats (contigs_aggressivemask). For N. vectensis, an         
additional candidate assembly was generated by mapping Hi-C sequences to the Chicago            
library scaffolded sequences using repbase masking (dovetail_standardmask). 2 candidate         
assemblies, using rebase masking (contigs_standardmask) and repeatmodeler masking        
(contigs_aggressivemask). These mappings were used to generate initial chromosomal         
assemblies using Lachesis [81], specifying the restriction site GATC. Assemblies were manually            
reviewed using Juicebox Assembly Tools version 1.11.08 [82]. Candidate assemblies were           
compared using the nucmer aligner with default parameters and visualized using mummerplot            
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[83]. Assemblies were converted over to Juicebox format using juicebox_scripts          
(https://github.com/phasegenomics/juicebox_scripts). In the case of S. callimorphus, duplicate        
regions were clipped, and the resulting contigs were subjected to another round of alignment,              
assembly and review. 
 
Genome and gene model set assembly and completeness was assessed using BUSCO version             
3.0.2 [84], using the gene set metazoa_odb9  as the standard.  
 
N. vectensis scaffold correctness was assessed using REAPR [15]. N. vectensis assembly            
nemVec1 was downloaded from the JGI website [9]. Sequences from the adult male and adult               
female (see Sequencing) were aligned to nemVec1 and the N. vectensis genome after             
scaffolding with Chicago libraries using SMALT as well as the REAPR tool perfectmap using an               
expected insert size of 400, as determined from fragment analysis. Error-free bases and             
contiguity after breaking the genome were extracted from the results. 
 
Gene Models 
 
N. vectensis, S. callimorphus and M. senile paired end sequences obtained from a previous              
study [85] and data available on BioProject PRJNA430035 were used to generate de novo              
assembled transcripts. 
 
Trinity version 5.0.2 [86] was run on each library using the flags --min_contig_length 200              

--min_kmer_cov 2 . For those which had a strand-specific library preparation, the flag            
--SS_lib_type RF was applied. To reduce redundancy, cd-hit version 4.6.8 [87,88] was            
applied with the flags -M 0 -c 1 . Transdecoder version 5.0.6 [89] was used to detect open                 
reading frames in the resulting reduced set of transcripts. Transcript abundance was quantified             
using salmon version 1.2.1 [90] using the flags --seqBias --useVBOpt          

--discardOrphansQuasi --softclip . 
 
For PacBio Iso-seq, 12 N. vectensis RNA samples were collected over the course of multiple               
developmental stages, adult tissues and regeneration time points. For developmental stages,           
zygotes spawned by a single batch of wildtype colony were kept at 22°C, and collected at 0 hpf,                  
24 hpf, 48 hpf, 72 hpf and 7 dpf. Adult tissues were collected from sex-sorted, sexually mature                 
wildtype individuals kept at 22°C. The male and female mesenteries were harvested separately             
by surgically opening the body column and carefully peeling off the attached body column              
tissues. Adult oral discs were collected by surgical removal of tentacles as well as the attached                
pharyngeal regions. Regeneration was induced by amputating the oral part of a sexually mature              
individual at the mid-pharyngeal level. Regenerating tissues close to the wound were collected             
at 4 hpa and 12 hpa, respectively. All the samples were deep frozen and lysed using TRIzolTM                 
reagent (Invitrogen). Phenol-chloroform extraction was performed to remove undissolved         
mesoglea from adult tissues. DirectzolTM RNA Miniprep Plus Kit (Zymo) was then used to purify               
total RNA from the aqueous phase. For each sample, 2 μg of total RNA with RIN > 7 was                   
submitted to UC Berkeley for Iso-seq library construction. 
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RNA Libraries were sequenced at UC Berkeley using PacBio Sequel-II system. Raw subreads             
bams were processed and demultiplexed using PacBio’s isoseq v3.2 conda pipeline. The steps             
include consensus generation, primer demultiplexing, polyA refinement and data clustering          
using default parameters. This resulted in the generation of 406,317 high quality HIFI reads and               
used to build Nvec200 transcriptome.  
 
HIFI reads were mapped to the N. vectensis genome using minimap2 [74] using parameters              
(-ax splice -uf --secondary=no ) to obtain the primary best alignments. Reads were            
then grouped and collapsed down to potential transcripts using PacBio’s cDNA_Cupcake toolkit.            
Based on PacBio’s guideline, transcripts with degraded 5’ reads and have less than 10 FL               
counts were removed. Chimeric transcripts were then analyzed to find potential fusion genes.             
For reads that didn’t map to the genome, de novo transcriptome assembly was performed using               
graph-based tool Cogent with kmer size equals 30. In total, we were able to capture 17817                
genes and 81999 transcripts from the mapped reads, as well as 12781 de novo transcripts from                
the unmapped reads. 
 
Evidence for S. callimorphus gene models were taken from RNA-sequencing and repeats. S.             
callimorphus RNA-seq reads (see Sequencing) were mapped to the S. callimorphus contigs            
using STAR version 2.7.3a [91]. These mappings were used as evidence for intron junctions to               
generate putative gene models and estimating hidden Markov model parameters using           
BRAKER2 [92,93]. Gene models were then refined using Augustus version 3.3.3 [94] using             
extrinsic evidence from STAR splice junctions and the location of repeats from RepBase (see              
Genome Assembly) as counter-evidence for transcription. These models were filtered with the            
following criteria: 1) genes completely covered by RepeatModeler repeats (see Genome           
Assembly) were removed 2) predicted gene models were required to be either supported by              
external RNA-seq evidence as reported by Augustus or have a predicted ortholog as reported              
by Eggnog-mapper [95]. This resulted in a set of 24,625 gene models. Transcription factor              
identity was inferred by aligning the predicted protein sequences to Pfam A domains version              
32.0 [96] using hmmer version 3.3 [97]. Transcription factor families were based on domains              
curated in a previous work [98]. 
 
Extended Hox cluster, NK cluster and ParaHox genes were found with BLAT [99] matches of               
published models [29,46,50,51,100–103] to the nv1 genome, taking the best hits. If an NVE              
gene model [85] corresponded to the matched genomic region, its location in the nv2 genome               
was then determined for macrosynteny analysis. In cases where no published gene was known,              
reciprocal BLAST hits between the bilaterian and cnidarian counterpart were taken as evidence             
for orthology. 
 
Divergence Estimates 
 
Single copy orthologs were detected by collecting common complete and duplicated BUSCO            
genes present in the S. callimorphus and N. vectensis genomes. Where duplicated BUSCOs             
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were present, the transcript with the highest score was taken. This resulted in a total of 541                 
orthologs. BUSCOs found in genomes obtained from previous studies         
[10,14,19,23,24,64,65,104–109] were used to generate multiple alignments. Genes were         
aligned with mafft version 7.427 using the E-INS-i model and a maximum 1000 refinement              
iterations [22]. Alignments were trimmed using trimAl version 1.4.rev15 using the “gappyout”            
criteria [22]. A maximum likelihood tree was inferred using iqtree version 2.0.6, using the model               
finder partitioned on each gene, constrained to nuclear protein models (89). Divergence            
estimates were determined using r8s version 1.8.1 using the Langley-Fitch likelihood method            
[111]. Age ranges were estimated by fixing the split between Bilateria and Cnidaria at 595.7 and                
688.3 Mya [112]. 
 
Ultraconserved Elements 
 
In order to determine noncoding elements conserved between S. callimorphus and N. vectensis,             
genomes repeat-masked from both de novo and repbase repeats were blasted using NCBI+             
version 2.10.0 [113], using the flags -evalue 1E-10 -max_hsps 100000000          

-max_target_seqs 100000000 -task megablast -perc_identity 0      

-template_length 16 -penalty -2 -word_size 11 -template_type       

coding_and_optimal . Additionally, the -dbsize parameter was set to the estimated          
genome size. Candidate hits were then filtered using criteria loosely based on previous work              
[43]: for each high-scoring pair, a sliding window method was used to determine subsections of               
the alignment with at least 95 % identity, and extending these windows as long as the identity                 
remains at this level. N. vectensis elements mapping to more than one locus in the S.                
callimorphus genome were reduced to the longest locus pair in both genomes. Elements mostly              
mapping to coding sequence were removed, and the remaining elements were classified as             
intron or non-coding, depending on location. Recurring UCE sequences that were not identified             
by RepeatModeler or RepeatMasker were detected with blastclust version 2.2.26 using           
requiring the length of hit to cover at least 90 % of either sequence for linkage. 
 
Macrosynteny Analysis 
 
Branchiostoma floridae gene models and sequences were retrieved from the recently published            
study [23]. Gene orthology between S. callimorphus, N. vectensis and B. floridae were             
determined pairwise using reciprocal best matches. All against all comparisons were performed            
with NCBI+ blastp version 2.10.0 [113] using an e-value threshold of 1e-5. Reciprocal best              
matches were determined using match bit scores. Genomes were downloaded from previous            
studies [10,14,58,64,65,107–109,114]. 
 
Ancestral linkage groups were determined following an adapted version of the statistical test             
previously described [23]. For every pair of chromosomes in two genomes x and y, contingency               
tables for Fisher’s exact test consisting of four cells were constructed: a) the shared mutual hits                
between those chromosomes, b) the shared mutual hits in all other chromosomes in genome y               
and the same chromosome in x, c) the shared mutual hits in all other chromosomes in genome                 
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x and the same chromosome in y, and d) the shared mutual hits in all other chromosomes in                  
genome x and y. Fisher’s p-values were Bonferroni corrected for the total number of pairs of                
chromosomes, and chromosome pairs with adjusted p-values less than 0.05 were considered            
significant ALGs. 
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